“ Integrating work quality along with precision to introduce the best services
in the field of structural steel solutions ”

SAUDI EKMAL
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INTRODUCTION
Saudi Ekmal is a trading and contracting company owned by Sheikh Othman Bin
Hamid Sons and Partners. Saudi Ekmal takes pride in its ability to provide an
unparalleled service to the clients and thorough a service which has been proven to
save its clients both time and money in serving them with the proper materials.

Our main mission is to supply and support the industrial sector with accredited steel
solutions. Saudi Ekmal specializes in steel solutions including different steel materials
supplies, engineering designs, designs consultation and recommendation, steel
fabrication and steel construction.

We are contracting with the best accredited steel manufacturers. The products we
provide are certified in terms of quality and followed by the most common
international standards.

We look forward for full cooperation and support from our valued customers.
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PRODUCTS LIST
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SAUDI EKMAL offers products at a very competent prices and have never been known
to compromise on the quality of its products. For your further reference below are list
of materials which we supply either standard or customized fabricated:

∙

Gratings

Steel grating, also named as metal bar grating, it is made by welding flat steel and
bars with certain distances. Metal bar grating can be defined as a series of metal bars
positioned vertically, placed an equal distance apart and joined by cross bars or
twisted rods members to form a rectangular pattern. Typically manufactured from
mild carbon steel, the products are used broadly across many industrial and
commercial applications. Common uses range from walkways, platforms, trench
covers, fences, and other properties. We supply standard panels and customized
gratings as per clients’ requirements.

∙

Equal & Unequal Angles

Steel angles, or angled iron, are essential tools in any architectural project. They can
be made either from a single piece of iron or steel bent lengthwise to a particular
angle - usually 90 degrees - or by attaching two pieces together at the desired angle.
The larger the steel angle, the more weight and stress it can bear. Steel angles are
used broadly, from major construction work to basic home improvement, but they fall
into several broad categories.

∙

Flat & Round Bars

Flat & round bars, are widely used for all general fabrication and repairs in industrial
maintenance, agricultural implements, transportation equipment, etc. The most
common applications for the bars are frame work, braces, supports, plates, straps and
fabrication of other steel products.

∙

Handrails

Handrails are commercial railing systems for stair rails, platform/walkway handrails and
guardrails. These systems adopted from ball joints design, can be transported and
installed fast in all applications.

∙

Fences

SAUDI EKMAL offers a prestige range of steel fencing products. The fencing products
are designed for a range of applications including; industries, security, decorative and
residential and commercial fencing.
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∙

Pipes & Tubes

Structural pipes & tubes are available in a variety of sizes and grades so that it can be
used for a number of different structural uses and applications. Common uses for
structural pipes & tubes include for columns, bollards, sign poles, structural supports,
piling, railing and other mechanical applications.

∙

I & H Beams

Beams are commonly made of structural steel but may also be formed from
aluminum or other materials. They are available in different sizes and grades. The
most common applications for beams are, construction support beams for
commercial and residential construction, support frames and columns for trolley
ways, lifts, hoists, mezzanines, platforms, trailer and truck bed framing, bridges and so
forth.

∙

Channels

Steel channels are strips of steel that have been formed into a "C" or "U" shape or
channel and are therefore often referred to as "C Channels" and "U Channels". Steel
channels are used for applications ranging from building construction to equipment
manufacturing. Many more processes and operations incorporate steel channels into
products.

∙

Sheets & Plates

Steel sheets & plates have found wide ranging applications that support various
industries and the daily lives of people everywhere. These applications include
automobiles, home appliances, construction materials, housing materials, beverage
cans, transformers and etc.

∙

Fasteners – Bolts & Nuts

Fasteners, nuts, bolts, screws, clamps, etc. – they hold things together and their finishes
are critical to this function. Fasteners are coated to protect against corrosion or to
achieve special properties. SAUDI EKMAL offers a very wide range in different types of
fasteners. We are also able to supply fasteners with additional processes such as
Surface Coatings depending upon your requirements.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE
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SAUDI EKMAL considers the quality as the first sensitive factor to provide a unique
product and service. Thus, it is our responsibility to adhere to the most common
international standards for our supplied products in both material grades and
fabrication standards. For your further reference, below are the materials and
fabrication standards:

-

Material Grades
-

-

Carbon Steel
Stainless Steel
Aluminum
Galvanizing

American, British, Australian, Japanese and
Chinese standards

Fabrication Standards
-

Grating

-

Handrails & Cage
ladders
Raw Steel Structure

-

| NAAM MBG531, MBG 533, MBG
534
| OSHA Standards
| ASTM-AISI

In addition, quality inspection can be done through SAUDI EKMAL, client side or third
party inspection as per our clients’ requirements in accordance to the above
mentioned standards or any other required standards.
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CONTACT US
www.saudiekmal.sa
KSA, Dammam 31441
P.O. Box 1994
+966 13 807 1277
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